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. ABSTRACT
Unlike most other existing French

speech synthesis systems where prosodic
orgamzation depends mainly on syntactic
structure, _we adopt an approach where the
phonotactic criteria (syllable count, length
of stress group etc.) are take in account.
all: hypothesrze that secondary accent

es a rominent a 'sn'ugturatioit’. p rt m stress

ased on acoustic and e
analysrs of read corpus, we pr'esep nrtceptual
- a general description of secondary accentwhich includes: distibution rules
phonotactic constraints which rule its
occurrence. and acoustic description;
- the linguistic and phonotactic criteria for'.prosodic structure analysis;
- a model for sentence ros '. . 0dr
organization. p c

1. IrN'lc‘lliZODUCTION 1
ra tionally, French lan ua e isfiescnbed as having an accent at tghe egnd ofexrcal words (primary accent). However

some sporadic works done in the last twodecades mention the presence of asecondary accent wich is not on the lasttsly/11am; of lexrcal words and not relate toe r etoric or enunciative
(focgrhzation) [1, 2, 3, 4]. accent

osodic and perceptual anal sis
400 read utterances (5 speakeis, :5sentences, 2 re titi 'out [6]. pe ons) has been earned

2. SECONDARY ACCENT
Secondary accent should be taken intoconsrderation in French accentualstructure: the analysis of 400 readutterances shows that, in polysyllabicwords, almost one accent out of three is asecondary accent [5, 6].

Secon accent di ' ' 'followingzdary smbution rs the

- on the first or second 5 llable often f
syllable starting with ayconsorgant) elf“:
word; tlns__wo_rd_isno_t_necessarily marked
by final primary accent (stressed syllables
are coded I, unstressed syllables -);

un dia- mant gt: çon ‘
- - - I

- _n the antepenultimate of a word ending
wrthapnmaryaccent;

une doIse infinitlesimale
- - - - - I

- at the boundary of a morpheme in a
polymorphetmc word:

c'en mi/cons ti tutionnel
- - - - - - I

The secondary accent is located mainly
at the beginning of a word or of a group.
. The occurrence of a secondary accent
rgla word depends on various constraints

— the accentual context (among others the
number of unstressed syllables between
secondary accent and the preceding or
followmg accent);
- the word position in the sentence;
- phonetic nature of word first segmental-
umt (consonantic or vocalic);
- 21522112112? of syllables of the word;
- .“.. strate ors aker' 'and mdtvrdual characgy terislt’iis. 5 regional

We hypothesize that secondary accenthave a regulatory ‚_ function in theproduction of stress. Thus the stresspattern in a 'ven sentence would be
consistent With the biological and-
psychological standards of the production?
of rhythm [7. 8]: the secondary accentgenerally occurs so that a series of
unstressed syllables never exceed the
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count of 4, and is distributed to an average
of one accent (primary or secondary) per 3

syllables. ' -
In the following sentence, if solely the

final primary accents occurs, the series of
5 unstressed syllables would break the

perceptive-motor unit [7]. Secondary
accent on the word "désintoxiqués" would
allow avoiding this lengthy series of
unstressed syllables:

il voy ait dis (E sin to xi qua;
primaryacc.—-I-----l
secmdaryacc.--I -I--- I
secondaryacc.--I - --I- I

The secondary accent is acoustically
distinct from primary accent. The
secondary accent is best described by a
rising pitch movement (with medium
amplitude) and a short syllabic lengthening
(generally non significant); the primary
accent being best described either by a
rising or falling pitch movement (with
medium or large amplitude) and by a
variable syllabic lengthening (generally
significant). Focalization accent differs
from secondary accent by a larger
amplitude of the pitch movement and a
stronger intensity.

3. CRITERIA FOR PROSODIC
STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Almost all prosodic models developed
during the last two decades are originally
based upon a syntactic analysis to generate
accentuation or intonation: prosody is
Îtôllisidered to be congruent to syntax [9,

Recently, in work on prosodic models,
some importance has been given to
phonotatic (also called eurhythmic)
phenomena such as: principles of
accentual alternation (strong/weak) and
syllabic balancing, constraints on the
number of consecutive unstressed
syllables [11, 12, l3, 4, 14, 5]. However,
these phonotatic constraints are generally
considered only after having derived the
prosodic structure from the syntactic
structure, therefore compensating for the
weaknesses of these models [11, 13].

The main phonotatic constraints are the
following [5, 15] z '
:size ofstress groups: a stress group - i.e.
m French, one stressed syllable preceded
by one or more unstressed syllables - is
composed of few syllables: generally
about 2 to 5, on ‘an average of 3.

- number of consecutive unstressed
syllables: as a rule, we try to avoid more
than 4 consecutive unstressed syllables
(exception occur in cases of: bracketing.
rapid speaking rate...). The stress clash
rule is complementary to this one. '
- rule of thefirst accent in a sentence: this
one is realized as soon as possible, usually
on one of the first stressable syllable (often
the first syllable starting with a consonant
in the sentence first word).
- phonotaticfitnction ofsecondary accent:
refer to section 2 above.
- rhythmic structure ofthe whole utterance:
accentual or syllabic duration alternation
principles [12, l3]; recurrence of stress
groups, intonative patterns and temporal
sequences principles [7, 16, 5].

4. MODEL FOR SENTENCE
PROSODIC ORGANIZATION

This model has been tested in text-to-
speech synthesis (INRS-Télécom,
Montreal). This speech synthesis system
was dealing with a small among of
syntactic information: no syntactic analyzer
but a small grammatical words
dictionnary.

We define a three-level prosodic
structure (for more details refer to [6, 16j):
- rhythmic sequences: major intonation
groups; ' ’
- rhythmic words: minor intonation

gmups;
- accentual groups. -

The demarcation of prosodic groups
and the stress structuration are defined
with linguistic and phonotactic criteria. For
example, intonation units (such as
rhythmic words or sequences) can be for

phonotactic reasons:
- either, if they are too small, regrouped to

constitue a larger unit [17]; _ _
- or, if they are too long, divrded in two to
constitue smaller units. _

We present an exemple illustrating the
steps required to generate acceptable

prosodic structures for two sentences
having the same syntactic structure but

different syllables count.

(A) Determination 9f rhythmic

sequences and rhythmic words _

(Al) Sentence segmentation into

linguistic rhythmic sequences(_
Firstly, in text-to-speech synthesrs, we

used punctuation information to delimit

linguistic rhythmic sequences. Then, after
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linguistic and phonotactic rhythmic words
have been defined (refer to (A2». We
reconsider this segmentation (refer to
(A3)). As no ponctuation occurs inside the
following sentences. each of them consists
only of one rhythmic sequence.
l/lasourisestvueparunat‘heuxchatl
2/Lepelicanestdevoreparungigantesque
rhinoceros I.

(A2) Sentence segmentation into
rhythmic words ( [ ] )
(A241) Demarcation before the grammatical
wods
1/Lasouris[estvue[parun afheuxchatI.
2 lepelicat [est dévoré
[parun gigantesqe rhinoceros I.

(1421,) Grouping of two (or more) small
groups
Conditions :
- one is composed of 1* or 2* syllables;
- the grouping doesn't exceed the count of
7* syllables.
1 souris([)estvue[par mafiretnchatl.

1 2
123 45syllables

(AZC) partition of large group
Conditions:
- one is composed of more than 6*
syllables;
- the new group resulting from the
partition must be composed of at least 3*
syllables. (* These coefficiants can be
varied according with the speaking rate or
the speakers individual characteristics).
2/ Le pelican [est devote
[par un gigantesqr.[ rhinocéros

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
l 2 3 4 5 6 [ 1 2 3 4

Results from the segmentation into
linguistic ( [] ) and phonotactic ( (l)
rh thmic words :
l/}lasouris estvuellpar un aflieuxchat ]/‚
2 [Le pélican ] [est dévot]
ttpar un sisanœscpen minooe ms 11/.

(A3)_ _Linguistic rhythmic sequences
partmon into phonotactic rhythmic
sequences (//)
1' We ngä'mgegroup together two
ingursucr c uences.

Conditions: seq
- the new demarcation can only occurs
between two linguistic rhythmic words;

- each new group resulting from the
partition must be composed of at least two
rh 'c words (linguistic or phonotactic).
2[1e pelitm l [est (Ettore 1‘

2l
[[pm- un gigrimtesqre llthinocemslll.

2

(B)Autontatic positioning of accents
The intonation where the accentual

rules are applied is the rhythmic word
(phonotactic or linguistic). The accentual
rules define the distribution and the
occurrence of primary and secondary
accents. The secondary accent occurrence
inside the rhythmic word is based upon the
phonotactic constraints described in
sections 2-3 above.

The stress clash rule is valid inside
rhythmic sequences z each time an accent
occurrs, the preceding and following
syllables inside the same rhythmic
sequence cannot be accentuated.

Firstly. all unstressable syllables
(grammatical words. antepenultimate of
lexical words composed of at least 3
syllables) are defined.

(BI) Primary accents location
The last stressable syllable of each

rh 'c word gets a primary accent.
l[l.asouris estvue][par unaflietrxchat II.

- . . — I - - . - I
2/[1e pelican ] [est (eve-e ]/

[tin un nunmal: llrhinocérïnll-

(B2) Secondary accents location
(324) Application of the rule of the
semencefirst accent

First stressable syllable of the first
rh thmic word gets an accent.
I [la souris est vue ]

- l - - I
2/[le pelican 1...

- I - I

(82b) Secondary accent rules
These aim at effecting a secondary

accent in confomtity with the distributional
rules so that :
- a series of unstressed syllables never
exceed the count of 4*;
- the ratio of the total number of accents
(primary and secondary) to the number of
unstressed syllables in the sentence 18
included inside a range of 1/2 to 1/4
(average 13 : one accent per 3 syllables).
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- we approximate to the followed
breakdown of the total number of

secondary accent: _
- 80% of secondary accents on the

word first syllable;
- 20% of secondary accents on the
antepenuitimate of a word.
If we achieve differents results in

respect with the preceding rules (different

occurrences or distributions for secondary

accent). we choose at random or according

to regional or individual characteristics.
l/[lasouris estVIIreIIpar un all‘fieuxchlm ]/.

I[l.epelican][est œvoel/
z, -1-1 ---1
2b -l-I -I-l
2c -I-l ---l
74 -I-I_ -I-I
[lpa'untiisanmqfllminocénislll-
Ë..-I-I ---l
2c--1--I -I-I
2d--I--l -I-I

The accentual structure of sentence 2d

has the characteristics of the journalistic

speech style (systematic presence of a

secondary accent at the beginning of a

word). The accentual structure of sentence
2a will better match the characteristics of
slow speaking rate - reading for example -
(lower ratio of number of accents per
number of unstressed syllables).

This prosodic model takes into
consideration both linguistic and
phonotactic constraints and not only, as in
the past, linguistic constraints. Therefore
two sentences having the same syntactic
structure but composed of a different
number of syllables will not be given the
same prosodic structure.

5. CONCLUSION
Prosodic structure seems to be the

result of a compromise between universal
non-linguistic constraints (of biological
and psychological type) and linguistic
constraints relating to each language.

According to our hypothesis, in stress
production, secondary accent has a
phonotatic and linguistic function
(demarcation of units), whereas primary
accent has only a linguistic function.

However further research on other
aspects of phonotactic constraints in
prosodic structuration is required.
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